User Manual

My Lisp

2.00

A Lisp interpreter

Overview
My Lisp is a complete and universal Lisp environment running directly on
the iPhone, iPad, and Mac. This interpreter is true to the original John
McCarthy Lisp implementation1 with the fundamental 7 operators quote,
atom, eq, car, cdr, cons, cond, along with lambda and label. My Lisp also
contains core and mathematical operators borrowed from other Lisp
dialects (Le Lisp, Lisp 1.5, MacLisp, Common Lisp and Scheme to name a
few) to make it easy to learn, program, and most importantly, enjoy Lisp. It
also features built-in functions for advanced mathematics, including
complex numbers and numerical analysis (roots and zeros nder, integral
approximation). The complete description of the fundamental, core, and
built-in functions is available using a set of library functions completely
written in My Lisp.
My Lisp offers an interpreter and an editor, all working on the iPhone, iPad,
and Mac, and most importantly, without requiring any server connection,
that is, the interpreter is executing locally on the iPhone, iPad or Mac My Lisp
is installed on.
Library and example les contain the source code of classical functions and
problems solved by My Lisp and may be used as reference to learn Lisp and
develop other programs. They include classical puzzles (hanoi and nqueens), basic mathematical functions (gcd, lcm, factorial, bonacci, prime?),
and the historical apply, mapcar and maplist functions. The Lambda Calculus
example le contains various functions related to Lambda Calculus and
Combinators, with alpha-conversion, beta-reduction, de Bruijn notations,
etc. As a special note, the example le Symbolic Derivation contains a
complete yet extensible symbolic derivation module allowing to compute
the formal derivation of virtually any symbolic function expressed as a Lisp
expression.

1

see “Recursive Functions of Symbolic Expressions and Their Computation

by Machine, Part I“

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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A user manual and a reference manual are available from within the
application but also on My Lisp web site (https://lisp.lsrodier.net) and in
Apple Books. The complete source code of the library and example les is
part of My Lisp.
Last but not least, this overview couldn’t end without a sample de nition of
the notorious REPL function:
(de ne (REPL eval_me) (REPL (println (eval (read)))))

fi

fi

fi
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Limitations
This user manual is intended to introduce the iPhone, iPad, and
Macapplication My Lisp, giving a few hints and useful tips for getting the
most of the application Lisp interpreter and its user interface.
This is neither an introduction to Lisp nor a complete guide on how-to
program in Lisp. It does not contain the full description of the built-in and
library functions of My Lisp that are otherwise available within the help le of
the application and in the reference manual.
You are encouraged to look at the example les of My Lisp because they
provide actual usage of the engine and core functions. In particular, the SICP
example le contains many examples from the SICP book and is also a good
reference to cope with the differences between My Lisp and Scheme,
especially when it comes to lexical versus dynamic bindings.

fi

fi

fi
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Lisp expressions
Syntax
An expression is either an atom or a list of zero or more expressions,
separated by whitespace(s) and enclosed by parentheses.
An atom is either a symbol name, a number, or a string where a string is a
sequence of characters enclosed within the double-quote character ". A
symbol name is a sequence of characters without any speci c limitation
(aside whitespaces and parentheses), that is non “conventional” characters
may be used to compound names like <, =, $, ?, or 😃 .

Notes:
• The . character may be interpreted as a special character when parsing
dotted pairs or the arguments list of a de ne or lambda de nition.
• The ? character may be interpreted as a special character when reading
the names of the formal arguments of a de ne or lambda de nition. See
the help pages of the de ne and lambda functions for further details.

Here are a few examples of atoms that are also symbols:
Hello
Hello-World
Bonjour-le-Monde
IsNull?

Lisp1.5::null

Incr!

<=

==

++

€

$

£

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Here are a few examples of atoms that are also oating-point numbers:
42.0
+42.0
-42.0
3.14

1.66e-27

6.022e23

Here are a few examples of atoms that are also integer numbers:
42
+4212345678901234
-42

Here are a few examples of atoms that are also rational numbers:
42/67
+1/123456789012345
-42/67

Here are a few examples of atoms that are also strings (in their input format
as opposed to their printed format):
“A string”
“Another \”string\””
“Back\\slash”

Here are a few examples of lists:
()
(This is a list)

(A B (a nested list) E)

Pairs
Historically, the dotted pairs were the base elements after which the lists
were built. My Lisp acknowledges it and does support the dotted notation
and the creation of dotted pairs.
A dotted pair (X . Y) is de ned by the following 3 rules:
(X . Y) = (cons ‘X ‘Y)
(car ‘(X . Y)) = X
(cdr ‘(X . Y)) = Y

fl

fi
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When a list expression is parsed,
• If a dot is encountered before the last symbol, then the last two elements
of the lists are combined into a dotted pair. That is, (car ‘(A B . C)) is A,
(cdr ‘(A B . C)) is (B . C), (cadr ‘(A B . C)) is B, and (cddr ‘(A B . C)) is C.
• If a dot is encountered before an open parenthesis then it is ignored.
That is (A . (B . (C . ()))) is the same as (A B C) which is the preferred
printed form.
• If a dot is encountered in another situation, it is treated as a symbol.
The previous rules applied only when the dot character is separated from a
symbol character by a blank character; for instance (A.B) is a list of one atom
A.B.

✓

A dotted pair is built when parsing an expression with the previous rules
or when cons’ing an expression to a symbol. Building a list with a dot like
(cons ‘A (cons ‘. ‘(B))) results in a list (A . B) made of 3 symbols and the dot
character is intended as a regular symbol.

Comments
Comments are introduced by a semi-colon ; and extend up to the end of the
line. They are supported in both the editor and the console.
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Floats, integers, and rationals
My Lisp supports oating point numbers based on IEEE- 754 doubleprecision numbers (64-bit base-2 format), along with so-called big integers
and rationals which precisions are limited only by the available memory.
The default behavior is to parse integer and rational strings as big integers,
which in turn are automatically converted to oating point values when
required by the evaluated functions. This implicit handling can be turned off
or modi ed using the options::integer-mode function.
By default, 1.0 is parsed as a oating point value whilst 1 is an integer, and
123/237 a rational. You can also create a rational using an integer division as
in (/ 123 237). Rationals are always internally represented in their reduced
form, thus 123/237 is actually printed as 41/79. You can also print rationals
using the function rational->decimal-string that prints the decimal expansion
with options to identify the period within that expansion.
? 123/237
41/79
? (rational->decimal-string 123/237)
0.{5189873417721}
? (rational->decimal-string 123/237 5)
0.52898…
? (rational->decimal-string 123/237 -20)
0.51898734172215189873…
? (rational->decimal-string 2646693125139304345/842468587426513207 37)
3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841...

See the rationals, egyptian fractions, and continuous fractions
examples of computing with integers and rationals.

les for

When a function that requires oating point numbers is invoked with
integers or rationals, the values are automatically converted (with a potential

fi

fl

fl

fl

fl

fi
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When mixing oating point and integer or rational numbers, the integer and
rational numbers are automatically converted to oating point numbers. For
instance (+ 1 3) evaluates to the integer 4 whilst (+ 1.0 3) evaluates to the
oating point value 4.0. The same rule occurs when mixing rational and
oating point numbers:
? (+ 1 1/3)
4/3
? (+ 1.0 1/3)
1.3333
? (/ 1 3))
1/3
? (/ 1.0 3)
0.3333

? (+ 0.0 1/3)
0.3333

fl

fl

fl
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fl

fl

fl

lose of precision implied by oating points). You can however force the
conversion using the -> oat function.

Special interests
My Lisp is mainly case-insensitive and almost any Unicode character may be
used as part of a symbol name except for parenthesis and blank characters.
The mathematical operators (=, !=, <, <=, >=, and >) are the only ones
taking into account the case of the characters when comparing strings:
? (eqv? ‘A ‘a)
t
? (eq “A” “a”)
t
? (eqv? “A” “a”)
t
? (eqv? ‘A ‘a)
t
? (= “A” “a”)
nil
? (= ‘A ‘a)
nil
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The interpreter
Evaluation rules
My Lisp interpreter follows common rules for interpreting Lisp expressions,
that is:
• An atom (number, string,...) evaluates to itself.
• A symbol evaluates to its associated expression with respect to the
bindings context.
• A list (F a b c...) is a function call and evaluates as follows:
✦

✦

✦

If F is a built-in function then it is evaluated with a, b, c... as parameters.
The values of the parameters are bound to the bindings context but
evaluated only if required by the evaluation of F.
If F is a library function, user-de ned function, or lambda expression then
all parameters not marked as lazy are evaluated, all lazy parameters are
bound to the bindings context, and then F is evaluated. When F is a tailrecursive call then the bindings context is the current one, a new empty
one otherwise.
The evaluation is left-recursive, that is if F is a list then it is rst evaluated.
For instance, when evaluating ((if (> 0 1) + -) 3 2), the expression (if (> 0
1) + -) is rst evaluated, resulting to the original expression now
equivalent to (- 3 2) and evaluated to 1.

A lazy parameter, introduced by the ? character as the leading character of a
formal parameter name is not evaluated until after the function body

fi

fi

fi
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explicitly requires it. Lazy parameters allow to create expressions that mimic
the behavior of the built-in functions like if or cond by deferring the
evaluation until explicitly required. See the help of the de ne function for
further details and examples on using lazy parameters.

✓

Library functions, user-de ned functions, and lambda expressions are
nothing more than regular lists starting with the lambda symbol or a
symbol evaluating to such lists. This means that My Lisp does not handle
functions or lambda expressions as special objects nor uses hidden
objects during the evaluation, see:
? ((append (lambda (x y)) '((* x y))) 6 7)
42

de ne
The de ne function is an extension of label allowing to create symbols with a
“permanent” association that is available after the expressions de ning the
symbols have been evaluated. It is used to de ne or change the expression
associated to with a symbol within the current bindings context, thus leaving
unchanged other associations in other bindings contexts.
The simple syntax to associate an expression to a symbol has the form
(de ne name expr) which associates to the symbol name the result of the
evaluation of expr.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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In order to simplify the declaration of lambda expressions, functions may
also be de ned using any these 2 extended syntaxes:
(de ne (name arg1 arg2 ...) body)
(de ne name (arg1 arg2 ...) body)
Under these forms body may be made of one or more expressions. Upon
evaluation of the function, the arguments arg1, arg2, ... are bound to their
values in the bindings context and then body evaluated.
If an argument is the dot character then all arguments of the function call
following the dot are merged into a list associated to the argument
following the dot as in:
? (de ne (sadd a . neg) (- a (apply + neg)))
sadd
? (sadd 10 1 2 3)
4

Note that the dot character may be the rst argument if all parameters
should be merged into a list upon invocation.
A function argument may be expressed as a list of 2 elements (name expr)
where name is a symbol corresponding to the name of the argument and
expr the default value to pass for the argument if missing when the function
is called; the expr is evaluated when the function is actually de ned as
opposed to when invoked:
? (de ne (add x (y 5)) (+ x y))
add
? (add 2)
7
? (add 2 3)
5

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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✓

If the body part of the function requires many expressions executed in
sequence, you can use the progn function. When using de ne in the form
(de ne (name args) body) or (de ne name (args) body), then you can omit
progn as the parser will automatically add one when body has 2 or more
expressions.

set! and set!!
The set! function changes the value bound to a symbol. As opposed to
de ne, set! can change bindings in other bindings contexts. Its general form
is:
(set! name expr context)
The evaluation of the expression expr is assigned to the symbol name that is
not evaluated except in the following cases:
• If name is a list then it is rst evaluated to determine the actual name.
• When set! is invoked from within a function and name is the name of a

formal parameter in the calls stack then it is substituted with the actual
parameter (which must resolve as a symbol).
When the expr value is missing or nil then the symbol is actually removed
from its bindings context.
The optional context parameter is the identi er of the bindings context to
look-up the symbol from:
• When not given or invalid, then all binding contexts are searched for,

starting from the current one. When running through the binding contexts,
set! stops at the rst one with a matching symbol. If no symbol is found
then a new one is created in the current bindings context.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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• When the bindings context is root, core, data, user or an integer greater

than 3 (the minimum binding context the user can change and identi ed
by the logical name user) but lower than the current binding context then
the search is limited to that context. The example le gensym takes
advantage of the context to “push” into the data binding context its
parameters such as making it useful and workable across any binding
contexts, whatever binding context the function is declared from.
The set!! function is a helper function to invoke the set! function when the
name of the symbol to bind to is actually the value of the symbol name
when it is not a function call argument or list. This function comes handy to
avoid expressions like (eval (list quote name)) and mainly used when the
gensym function or any similar mechanism is used to obtain a symbol name.
See the closure function described in the “lexical versus dynamic bindings”
paragraph or the make-accumulator function of the SICP example le.

fi

fi

fi
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Example:
? (de ne (f a b) (set! a b))
f
? (de ne x 1)
x
? (f ‘x 42)
x
?x
42
? (set! y)
y
? (f ‘y 6)
y
?y
nil

In this example, y remains unbound after the call to (f ‘y 6) because the set!
function assigned a value to the y symbol in the bindings context of the
function f, and thus destroyed when the function returned. This did not
occur for x because set! found the symbol in a previous calling bindings
context and set it. In order to keep the binding for y regardless of whether it
is de ned or not, f could force the assignment in a speci c context:
? (de ne (f a b) (set! a b ‘data))
f
? (set! y)
y
? (f ‘y 6)
y
?y
6

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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See the bindings, bindings-names and bindings-assoc functions for listing
the binding contexts.
See the Startup paragraph for details regarding the initial creation and
loading of the binding contexts.

car, cdr, and all variations
The car and cdr functions are among the most used functions when writing
Lisp programs. In order to simplify the combinations of nested car and cdr,
they may be grouped together in a single word cxr where x is any number of
combination of the letters a and d as in: car, caar, cadr, caaaadadr, etc. The
“letters” are applied from right to left, thus (cadr ...) is equivalent to (car
(cdr ...)). All these functions are considered built-in functions.

print, println, and error
When executed from within the console, all the evaluations of the
expressions are automatically printed using the println function; however
when loading a le or executing the code of the editor, only explicitly
printed messages with the functions print, println, or error are printed. In
order to override this behavior, you need to call the print function with the
special string “;**SYS.OPT: PRINT=YES”. To turn off and get back to the
default behavior just invoke print with the string “;**SYS.OPT: PRINT=NO”.
These 2 special evaluations are not printed.

fi
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Built-in functions
Built-in functions have precedence over any other expressions when
evaluating, thus their behavior cannot be changed nor overridden by a
de ne or set! expression; for instance the instruction (set! cons
<expression>) associates an expression to the symbol cons within a
bindings context but the built-in cons remains the function that is invoked by
the interpreter upon evaluation of (cons a b).
Following this example, things can get tricky when eval or apply are used to
evaluate cons because cons as a symbol now evaluates to the expression
assigned to by the set! instruction:
? cons
cons

; cons symbol is a built-in

? (set! cons (lambda (a b) (print “hello ” a “ - “ b)))
cons
? cons

; cons symbol association

(lambda (a b) (print “hello ” a “ - “ b))
? (cons ‘alpha ‘(beta))

; built-in cons is used to evaluate

(alpha beta)
? (apply ‘cons ‘(alpha beta))

; built-in cons is used to evaluate

(alpha . beta)
? (apply cons ‘(alpha beta))

; associated value of cons is used

hello alpha - beta

fi
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List of the built-in functions
Base

Core

quote, atom, eq, car, cdr, cons, cond, lambda, label

de ne, eval, if, list, load, progn, set!, while,
eqv?, list?, null?, number?, integer?, rational?, procedure?, string?,
error, print, println, read, read-string

Math

nan?, =, !=, <, <=, >=, >,
+, -, *, /,
abs, ceiling, oor, truncate, round, modulo, remainder, quotient,
-> oat, ->integer, ->numerator, ->denominator,sqrt, expt, exp, log,
sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan,
degrees->radians, radians->degrees,
->complex, complex-mode, real-mode,
roots, solve, integ

String

string-length,
string->symbol, string->number, string->string, string->list,
->string,
string->lower, string->upper

System

number->string-decimals, number->string-format
seconds-from-epoch, date

Tracing/Debugging
sys::bindings, sys::trace, sys::trace-mode, sys::untrace,

fl

fi

fl
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List of the most important library functions
Library functions are not built-in functions, they are user functions and their
expressions may be overridden. Thus you can easily change the behavior of
apply, evcar, or append. Take care that too many changes may be dif cult to
track or keep with and may lead to unexpected results; in such case you’ll
need to reset the interpreter to get back to a known state or use the
bindings functions to access or ensure the original de nitions.
Tools.lisp
apply, mapcar, maplist, evcar, comment,
set!!,
let, let*,
unless, when,
and, not, or,
append, last, length, make-list, nth, nthcdr, reverse,
subst, subst*,
sys::bindings-names, sys::bindings::assoc, sys::print-values
Math.lisp
egcd, gcd, lcm,
fact, b,
odd?, even?, prime?
Rational.lisp
rational->decimal-string
gensym.lisp
gensym
closure.lisp
closure

fi

fi

fi
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Startup
Initially the interpreter is loaded with all the built-in functions and symbols,
and then further enhanced with the library les Math, Tools, gensys, closure,
dictionary, stack, and rationals. Then the console interpreter is loaded with
all the user symbols de ned during previous sessions in the data and user
binding contexts.
The binding contexts can be represented by the following diagram:

The root binding context is the top-level context and contains common
symbols like nil and t. The core binding context is where all library les are
initially loaded. Both the root and core binding contexts are considered
system contexts and you should not try to amend them ; the system is not
preventing writing them but any change won’t be saved and restored across
sessions. The data binding context is a special context intended to save the
values of special variables like counters; for instance gensym uses it to save
the current state of its parameters such as they can be restored properly
across sessions. The data binding context is intended for the set! function
when values should be persisted across sessions. The user binding context

fi

fi

fi
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is the “initial” binding context when entering the interpreter; it is also the
binding context where the load function is executed, thus all de ned
symbols during the loading of a le are ending up there.
At any time during the execution of the interpreter, the current binding
context is at least the user one; when looking for the value associated to with
a symbol, the interpreter starts from the current binding context up to the
root one. As far the set! function is concerned, it is possible to address any
speci c environment to change the value associated to a symbol; don’t
forget however that only the data and user binding contexts are saved and
restored across sessions.
See the sys::bindings, sys::bindings-names and sys::bindings-assoc
functions for enumerating the binding contexts. See set! for changing the
bindings.
Note that in older versions of My Lisp, the user context was named base. You
can still use this name for compatibility reasons, but are not encouraged to.

fi

fi

fi
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Tracing/Debugging
Tracing is one of the most useful mechanism for debugging or
understanding how Lisp programs and the interpreter work.

The function (sys::trace-mode <mode>) allows controlling the level of
tracing required, from no trace to all evaluation steps. The supported modes
are:
None
All tracing functions are actually disabled and no no tracing is
printed.

Stats
The statistics mode consists in printing general purpose
performance counters of the expressions that have been
evaluated. Once a full evaluation has completed, the elapsed time,
the number of evaluations made and the deepest stack level that
was reached are printed. These informations are merely
informative but interesting to understand or feel the complexity of
the operations involved. They have nearly no impact onto the
interpreter and its execution behavior and speed.
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Print
The print mode consists in printing trace messages inserted within
the expressions by the programmer. When activated, all messages
printed with the println function and starting with the “;**SYS.DBG:“
or “;**SYS::DBG:“ pre xes are printed as traces; when the mode is
not activated, all these messages are ignored.
This mode allows to leave permanent programming traces within
the programs as an alternative to other traces command. When the
print mode is not enabled, the parameters of the println function
are not evaluated once the “;**SYS.DBG:” or “;**SYS::DBG:”
pre xes have been encountered, thus the performance impact is
somehow minimal if the pre x is given as the rst parameter; for
instance (println “;**SYS::DBG:” A B C) will not evaluate A, B, and C
when the trace mode is different from ‘print.

Eval
The eval mode is the most detailed mode as it prints out almost all
evaluation steps during the interpretation of an expression. These
traces are merely informative (that is, they do not change the
behavior of the interpreter) but quite fundamental to understand
what’s going on under the hood.
Warning: these traces are verbose and have a severe performance
impact. For most and every complex scenarios, the trace mode
(see after) will be more effective.

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Trace
The trace mode is a targeted eval mode with the eval function
printed only for a set of functions previously registered with the
SYS::TRACE function. For each of these functions, the parameters
are printed upon invocation and the return value is also printed
when the functions returned; each call is also indented and
pre xed with the current stack level in order to understand when
tail-recursion or recursion are in action.
Note that when invoking the SYS::TRACE function, user functions
must be quoted as in:
(sys::trace ‘my-function)

fi
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The various screens of My Lisp are presented using a tab-based layout, with
each tab focusing on a speci c functionality of My Lisp, namely the console,
the editor, and the help. Each screen is divided in 3 areas:
• The keyboard toolbar located above the keyboard.
• The menubar located at the top of the screen.
• The working area, occupying the main surface of the screen.

Menubar
The menubar presents special options for the current screen like opening a
le, starting a search, resetting the interpreter..
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fi

fi

User interface

Keyboard toolbar
The keyboard toolbar is an extension of the keyboard and offers shortcuts
otherwise not directly available on the standard keyboard, especially when
using a physical keyboard. On iOS the keyboard toolbar is presented above
the keyboard. On iPadOS 15, the toolbar is integrated within the keyboard,
though it is possible to disable it using the My Lisp options::keyboard-mode
function.

The icons on the right of the keyboard toolbar forward to the
other 2 main screens, the editor or the help when in the console
screen, the console or the help when in the editor screen, and
the console or the editor when in the help screen.

Note 1: unless otherwise speci ed, screen captures of this manual are made
on an iPad with a physical keyboard connected.

Note 2: if for any reason the toolbar keyboard disappears, press anywhere
on the screen to get the software keyboard appears, then the toolbar
keyboard will automatically appears too.

fi
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iPad with software keyboard
On iPad, the toolbar is integrated within the software keyboard. When the
software keyboard is presented, its layout is as follow:
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When the screen layout does not permit it or it is disabled with the
options::keyboard-mode function, the layout is as follow:
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iPhone
The toolbar keyboard is always presented above the software keyboard
when using My Lisp on an iPhone:
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Mac
On a Mac the keyboard toolbar is limited to very speci c actions because
the tabs are explicit just below the title bar of My Lisp window:

fi
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Help screen

The library le Help contains an exhaustive description of all built-in and
library functions of My Lisp. These descriptions indicate the names,
parameters, evaluation rules, along with examples. All the functions and
descriptions are organized in lists. You can either read these lists directly
from the source code or use the associated help functions to extract the
descriptions in a properly formatted way. The help screen of My Lisp offers
a simple way to access all the help functions without using the console.

When you enter a topic and press ENTER, the output of the evaluation of
(help-function ‘<topic>) is presented in the main area. Typically a topic is the
name of a built-in or library function.

fi
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The other actions are:
The history command triggers the evaluation of (help-history) and
presents the full history of the My Lisp application.
The topics command triggers the evaluation of (help-functions) and
presents the list of all the functions (aka topics) available, grouped
by subjects.
The user manual command opens this user manual as a PDF
document.
The reference manual command opens the reference manual of My
Lisp as a PDF document where all library functions are described.
The settings command opens the themes screen where it is possible
to change some color settings.

✓

If for any reason the keyboard toolbar is not visible, press the input area
where you would normally enter the topic name to force the visibility of
the keyboard back. The keyboard toolbar is displayed even if you are
using a physical keyboard.
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Help - shortcuts

When executing on an iPad and a physical keyboard is connected,
command shortcuts are available to access common functions. You can see
all of the shortcuts available by pressing and holding the Command ⌘ key.
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Console screen

The console screen is the main if not the only way to access My Lisp
interpreter. It behaves as most standard console applications with a prompt
displayed when a user input is expected.
You can enter an expression and then ENTER to start its interpretation. In
case the entered expression is incomplete then a prompt with a different
symbol is displayed and you are invited to enter the next part of the
expression. Conversely, you can enter more than one expression per input.

If you want to close all the open parentheses of the current
expression in one single keystroke, then press the )* symbol of the
toolbar.
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The commands history list button presents a list with all the
previous commands available from where you can select a
command to execute. Once selected the command is placed in the
input prompt but you still need to press the ENTER or
key to evaluate
it. The command history records only the expressions that were syntactically
corrects. If a command was entered with more than one input prompt then it
is recorded as only one entry in the history; if 2 or more expressions were
entered at the same time then the history records all of them as one single
input. The command history is limited to the last 100 commands.
The next and previous command history buttons allow to navigate
the list of the previously executed expressions.

The open le command opens a window presenting all the library
and user les available to load and execute. This is a shortcut to the
load function.
The trace mode command presents the current trace mode and
allows selecting from a popup menu the desired mode. See the
tracing screens here after for further details.
The clear console command clears the content of the console
without any other effects. The state of the interpreter and the
command history are left unchanged.
The reset bindings command restarts the interpreter from scratch,
thus cleaning-up all binding contexts. This command is the one to
use when you want to start a brand new session. Note that the
command history is not changed.

fi

fi
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The reset command fully restarts the interpreter from scratch, that is
cleaning-up all binding contexts and the command history.

The commands history along with data and user symbols are automatically
saved. When My Lisp application is started, the interpreter is initialized with
all the history and symbols of its previous executions.
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Console screen - long operations

When an expression is interpreted the menubar is changed to present one
single action that allows to abort the current evaluation.
When aborting the interpreter stops where it is and does not attempt to
restore the binding contexts to some known state. Thus is the original
expression that was evaluated has side-effects (that is, in case of calls to the
set! function) then the state of the interpreter is not de ned.
Note that calls to the print, println, and error functions are immediately
displayed during the evaluation, thus may be used to get some feedback on
the current evaluation state.

fi
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Console screen - read functions

When an expression is interpreted the menubar is changed to present one
single action that allows to abort the current evaluation.
When the read or read-string functions are invoked, the menubar is changed
to present a single action that allows to abort the current read operation and
stops the interpreter.
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Console screen - tracing

The select trace mode command displays a popup to select the current
trace mode from. Once selected, the select trace mode command icon
changes to the icon associated to with the selected mode. The icon is also
updated when the sys::trace-mode function is executed by the interpreter.
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Tracing : statistics mode

The statistics are a good way to understand the actual complexity of a
function without interfering with the overall performance of the interpreter.
On the example above executed on an iPad Pro 11”, the N queens puzzle for
a 8x8 board was solved in less than 2 seconds and required more than 2
millions evaluations and a maximum of 28 nested stack calls.
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Tracing : eval mode

The eval traces are a step by step output of the inner working of My Lisp
interpreter presenting the various evaluations taking place and their nested
stack level. On the example above the traces show tail-recursive calls in
action as the read function is always call at the same stack level.
Eval traces are verbose and have a severe performance impact.
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Tracing : trace mode

The trace mode is a targeted eval mode with the eval function printed only
for a set of functions previously registered with the sys::trace function. For
each of these functions, the parameters are printed upon invocation and the
return value is also printed when the functions returned; each call is also
indented and pre xed with the current stack level in order to understand
when tail-recursion or recursion are in action.

fi
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Console - shortcuts

When executing on an iPad and a physical keyboard is connected,
command shortcuts are available to access common functions. You can see
all of the shortcuts available by pressing and holding the Command ⌘ key.
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The editor is a text editor for creating and editing My Lisp expressions
without any immediate validation or evaluation by the interpreter. Files may
be created, edited, and saved; note that there is no save button because the
saving is automatically managed by the application.
The editor features a playground, a sort-of anonymous buffer where
expressions may be edited. The playground is the only way to create new
les: rst you edit the playground, then, once you give it a name it becomes
a user le.
The name of the current le is displayed in the menubar. It is displayed as:
• Playground when the playground is edited.

fi

fi
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fi

fi

Editor screen

•

lename when the le is a user le.

If you tap the name then you can rename the le. If the current le is a
playground, library or example le, then a new user le is created with the
content of the editor. Otherwise the current le is simply renamed. As a side
effect, the current playground is cleared once it has been renamed.

Unless the editor is in read/only mode, changes to a library or example le
are automatically saved within the iOS device folder Library or Examples. In
case of duplicates, a _x extension where x is a number is added to the name
to make it unique. See the Files system paragraph for further details.

The execute command sends the content of the editor to the
console as if the le was opened from the console using the load
function.
The highlighter command is used to select the Lisp term under the
cursor location, or its owner when a term is already selected. The rst
time the highlighter is invoked, it selects the current Lisp term, that is
the closest (EXPR) that contains the cursor, then successive calls select the
parent of the selected term; once the last parent has been reached, the
highlighter loops back to the initial position, thus allowing looping thru the
terms. This is especially useful to nd matching parenthesis or enclosing
expressions.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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fi

fi

• [ lename] when the library or example le lename is edited.

The les command opens a popup menu with various
commands available depending on the le being edited.
The command has a lock if it is read-only.
The open le command opens a window presenting all the library
and user les available to edit. If the selected le is a library le then
it is automatically loaded in read-only mode.
The playground command loads the playground back into the
editor. If the edited le was already the playground, then the
playground is cleared once con rmed by the user.
The rename command rename the edited le. This is the same as
pressing the name of the le in the title bar.
The move to command moves the edited le to a new location on
the device. On iPhone and iPad, sandbox related protections mean
you will likely have to reload the le after the operation; thus you
should rather use the Files application (Finder on Mac) to work with le
located outside My Lisp folders.
The copy le command copies the current le to another location.
The command won’t try to overwrite any existing le.
The clear playground command clears the current playground after
asking the user a con rmation.
The delete le command deletes the current le. The Files
application (Finder on Mac) should be used to manage les outside
the My Lisp folders.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Editor - common options

The options command shows/hides the common commands
window of the editor. A long press (or right click with a mouse)
opens the editor options menu.

The tabulation commands are used to indent left or right
some text and to change the size of this indentation (aka,
tab size). The left and right commands work differently
depending on whether some text is selected: when none is selected, a tab
character is added or removed; when some text is selected, all lines that
include the selection are indented left or right. Note that space characters
are accounted for when left indenting.
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The read/only command toggles the read/only mode of the edited
le. By default, les are automatically saved when the interpreter is
invoked or My Lisp is moved onto the background; however in some
occasions you may want to discard any changes, for example when using
the editor as a scratchpad for testing or when the actual editing of the le
occurs on another device. When the editor is in read-only mode then le
actions icon is changed to present the lock as a visual reminder.
When a library or example le is loaded, then the editor is automatically
switched to read-only mode.

fi

fi

fi
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fi

fi

The comment and uncomment commands are used to
comment and uncomment the lines that contain the selected
text. They do nothing if no text is selected. The uncomment
command removes the leading comment characters ; only if one is present.

A long press (or mouse right click) on the options command opens
the editor options menu where secondary options are available.
The font size command change the size of the font used in the editor.
The selected font affects the console too for the next inputs and
outputs. The command is available in the options menu (long press or
right click with a mouse).
The line numbers command toggles the visibility of the line numbers
in the editor ; this is especially useful when working on an iPhone
where the screen layout is reduced.
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Editor - search & replace

The search command shows or hides the search & replace options
window.
The replace command shows or hides the replace options and
commands that are part of the search & replace window.
The search next and search previous commands move the selection
to the next or previous string matching the search text. The search
automatically wraps around when the search next reaches the end of
the le and the search previous reaches the start of the le.
The replace one command replaces the highlighted selection if it
matches the search text and then searches for the next match.

fi

fi
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The replace all command replaces all the terms matching the
search text. A con rmation is asked for before proceeding.

fi
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Editor - iPhone summary

The options menu is able to present 2 sets of commands depending
on the interaction:
• Simple press (or mouse click): the editing commands like indent
and comment for standard editing.
• Long press (or mouse right click): the option commands for font
size and line numbers.
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Editor - shortcuts

When executing on an iPad and a physical keyboard is connected,
command shortcuts are available to access common functions. You can see
all of the shortcuts available by pressing and holding the Command ⌘ key.
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Files system

My Lisp integrates smoothly with the native iOS Files application and
environment; in particular, it includes 2 dedicated My Lisp folders, one on
the iPhone/iPad device and one on iCloud, this second one designed to
exchange les across devices. The device folder is considered the natural
folder and the prede ned one when importing les within My Lisp or saving
built-in library and example les. In these cases, upon creation, the les are
associated to with unique names to avoid duplicates. The load function is
restricted to the les located within the device folder and subfolders (aside
built-in les using the # character pre x) and the My Lisp iCloud folder and
subfolders, with precedence to the local device folders.
The Recent list contains the list of the last 5 les opened or edited from the
device folder.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Upon installation, My Lisp registers itself as the editing application for les
with the .lisp extension, hence launching automatically My Lisp in editing
mode when selecting a lisp le from the native Files application or when
dropping a le:

Note: during drag and drop operation with the editor, you must drop the le
onto the menubar to open the le; dropping the le in the editor area will
insert the content of the le within the currently le.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Themes

The themes screen offers the possibility to change the set of colors for the
console and the editor. My Lisp follows the light and dark themes of the
iPhone, iPad, and Mac, thus there are actually 2 sets of colors, each one
available only when active (i.e., you can’t change the colors of the dark
theme when the light theme is active).
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My Lisp comes with a set of example les; as opposed to the library les,
these les are not automatically loaded at startup. These examples, aside
usefulness range from simple tests to complex programs and are grouped
by sections.

Classical
Eight Queens
This le contains a function that computes and enumerates all the
solutions of the Eight Queens puzzle for any NxN chessboard.
Hanoi
This le contains a function that prints all the movements to solve the
Tower of Hanoi puzzle for any number of pegs.
Symbolic derivation
This le provides functions to compute symbolic derivation of
virtually any one-variable functions expressed as Lisp expression. The
le contains the code along with example of invocation of the main
function symbolic_derivation.
See the in x example below for a combined example with in x
expressions.
In x
This le provides functions to convert in x expressions into pre x,
post x, or Lisp expressions using the Shunting Yard algorithm. Please
note that the parser uses the standard Lisp parser thus expressions
must be separated by spaces. You may combine its in x->lisp

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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fi

fi

Examples

function with the symbolic derivation ones to obtain in Lisp form the
formal derivation of a symbolic function as per the following:
; register x as the formal variable
? (set! in x::operators (append in x::operators ‘((x 0 0 x 0))))
in x::operators
; derivation of x^2 + 6x + cos(x):
? (symbolic-derivation ‘x (in x->lisp ‘(x * x + 6 * x + cos (x))))
(+ (+ x x) (- 6 (sin x)))

Quine
This le contains a solution to the quine program, that is a selfreplicating program that is not a trivial one. See Wikipedia for further
details.
REPL
This le contains the notorious Read-Eval-Print-Loop function, that is
an implementation of the interpreter main loop written in My Lisp.
Enter ‘quit’ to exit the loop properly.

Tests
TestAll
This le loads all the library les containing regression tests, thus
executing all of them. This is a simple way to assert all is working as
expected.
Regression tests
This le contains all regression tests of My Lisp, that is a set of
evaluations My Lisp must satisfy. It is very important as it is used to
validate the interpreter and most if not all built-in and library

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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functions. Aside its practical usage, it is also a good resource to see
how functions may be used.
Test closure, test sorting, etc.
These les load the regression tests of a speci c set of functions.

Toolbox
Closure
This le contains an implementation of the classical Lisp function
closure that is used to add closures to any expressions; it is
automatically loaded when the interpreter is started or reset. See the
“Lexical versus syntactic bindings” for further details.
Gensym
This le contains an implementation of the classical Lisp function
gensym that is used to generate new symbols; it is automatically
loaded when the interpreter is started or reset. The gensym function
is heavily used in other example les, especially when lexical scoping
would be required; see the make-accumulator function in the SICP
example le.
Random numbers
This le contains a random number generator function random using
the D. Knuth algorithm.
Explode
This le contains an implementation of the classical Lisp function
explode and implode used to manipulate the characters making up
atoms, including numbers, strings, and symbols.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Assert
This le contains various functions to execute automated nonregression tests. Its main function assert is heavily used throughout
the example and test les.
Sorting
This le contains ltering and sorting functions. The quicksort and
mergesort functions are given with the default sorting function sort
using the quicksort one.
Dictionary
This le contains a set of functions to create and manage a dictionary
data structure; it is automatically loaded when the interpreter is
started or reset. The functions are directly inspired from classical
programming language than pure functional functional languages.
Stack
This le contains a set of functions to create and manage a stack data
structure; it is automatically loaded when the interpreter is started or
reset. The functions are directly inspired from classical programming
language than pure functional functional languages.
dec->bin
This le contains binary and hexadecimal representation functions.
IncDec
This le contains in-place increment and decrement functions.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Math
Rationals
This le contains various functions to format rational numbers; it is
automatically loaded when the interpreter is started or reset.
Egyptian fractions
This le contains functions revolving around rationals and egyptian
fractions.
Continuous fractions
This le contains functions revolving around rationals and continuous
fractions.
Math samples
This le contains various mathematical problems solved using the
built-in numerical analysis functions, ranging from solutions to 2nd,
3rd, and 4th grade polynomial equations to Bessel functions.

Training
Lambda Calculus
This le contains functions to add lambda calculus and combinators
to My Lisp. See the reference manual for further details.
MacLisp
This le contains many functions of Maclisp, an historical variant of
Lisp. This is a contained subset of the functions described in the
Pitmanual (http://www.maclisp.info/pitmanual/index.html).

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Lisp 1.5
This le contains many functions of Lisp 1.5, an historical variant of
Lisp. This is not a full implementation of Lisp 1.5 but a rather
contained subset extracted from the Lisp 1.5 Programmer’s manual.
Le_Lisp / Le_Lisp (examples)
These les contain many functions of Le_Lisp, a source of inspiration
of My Lisp. This is not a full implementation of Le_Lisp but a rather
contained subset. Le_Lisp (examples) contains cool examples from
the Le_Lisp reference manual.
SICP
This le contains some solutions (or alternate constructs as My Lisp is
not Scheme) to problems exposed in the classical Structure and
Interpretation of Computer Program book.
McCarthy91
This le contains implementations of the classical McCarthy function
91.

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Regression tests
The example le “Regression tests” contains a list of Lisp expressions used
to assert most if not all built-in and library functions are working as
expected. Aside its practical usage, it is also a good resource to see how
functions may be used.
Once the le has been loaded within the interpreter, it is possible to use the
assert function against other functions; for instance the In x sample le uses
the assert function to execute regression tests against its own functions.

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Common Q/A
Don’t forget that you can get most answer to Lisp syntax and functions from
the help pages available within the application, and you will get the most
out of the application by simply using it. The reference manual is also a
good source of information.

Tail-recursive functions
My Lisp is properly tail-recursive, thus iterations may be implemented using
tail-recursive calls without risking stack over ow issues. The REPL function
given in the overview is an example of a function taking advantage of tailrecursion to avoid using the progn for looping back to the read-eval-print
sequence.

What about continuations ?
My Lisp continuations are managed behind the scenes and mainly limited to
bindings. Continuations are also not preserved when unwinding calls; this is
a very important point because the free symbols of lambda expressions
have values depending on when the lambda expressions are evaluated as
opposed to when created (aka, dynamic scoping).
It is possible to access the current bindings using the library functions
bindings, binding-names, and bindings-assoc. Changes to the bindings may
be done with set! and de ne.

fl

fi
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My Lisp uses dynamic bindings. It is however very easy to add lexical
bindings using the gensym function and thus provide some sort of
continuations when de ning expressions and functions. The closure function
borrowed from Le_Lisp adds such lexical bindings to any expression:
? (de ne ip- op (let ((x 1)) (closure ‘(x) (lambda() (progn (set! x (- 1 x)) x)))))
ip- op
? ( ip- op)
0
? ( ip- op)
1

The closure function is de ned in the Closure.lisp example le and is also
automatically loaded with the Le_Lisp.lisp example le.

Can I create macros or syntactic de nitions ?
My Lisp does not support macros as intended by Scheme or other Lisp
dialects. It does however provides the universal function de ne that offers
many extensions over the standard de ne ones with non-evaluated
parameters ?x, variable number of arguments, and default values.

Where are BEGIN, DEFUN, etc?
My Lisp implements the core functions using a naming convention that may
not match the dialect of Lisp you are used to; for instance Scheme begin is

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fl

fl

fl

fl

fi

fl

fl
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fl

fl

Lexical versus dynamic bindings

progn. My Lisp also tries to expose a minimal set of functions, leaving out
some; for most of the cases this is not a problem as you can easily
implement and add them into a library le as My Lisp itself does with the le
Tools.lisp and the classical apply and mapcar functions. You can also use the
de ne function to create synonyms as in (de ne defun de ne): from now on
you can use defun to declare functions; this does not change the semantic
behavior of de ne but let you write expressions with your favorite keywords.

Mathematics ?
For some historical reasons My Lisp ships with some numerical analysis
methods and complete complex numbers support. Thus you will be able to
solve common numerical problems using Lisp recipes. You can also
experience formal mathematics with the symbolic derivation module that
computes the formal derivation of virtually any symbolic function expressed
as a Lisp expression (or in “standard” mode using the conversion functions
available in the in x sample le); feel free to expand the source code with
your own rules and recipes. Numbers (integers and oating points) are
based on IEEE- 754 double-precision numbers (64-bit base-2 format).
My Lisp also support so-called big integers and rationals which precisions
are limited only by the available memory. The default behavior is to parse
integer and rational strings are big integers, which in turn are automatically
converted to oating point values when required by the evaluated functions.
This implicit handling can be turned off or modi ed using the
options::integer-mode function.

fi

fi

fi

fl

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fl

fi
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Last words
My Lisp is proudly developed by Laurent Rodier, a freelance software
developer. You can get more information at:

https://www.lsrodier.net

https://lisp.lsrodier.net

May the Lisp be with you…
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